
         It’s been nearly twenty years since I wrote the following 
piece discussing the choreographer’s quandary with regards 
to music copyright compliance so when UDEO asked for 

woefully out of date and irrelevant.  Haven’t the realms of 
intellectual property and all things media, music and dance 
related fundamentally transformed in many ways over the 
past two decades?  For example during this interval we’ve 
witnessed the exponential growth and world domination 
of the internet, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act 
(DMCA) of 1998 addressed numerous copyright related 

social media sites such as YouTube have made intellectual 
property the subject of numerous headlines.  Given all 

visibility one might easily assume that the major problems 
clouding the choreographer’s compliance scenario 
would have cleared up but, alas, if anything the risks and 

Recent major legislation includes the improbably named 
Sonny Bono Copyright Extension Act, that extended the 
duration most copyrighted works remain out of the public 
domain, as well as the DMCA, which reinforced the hold and 
rights associated intellectual property. Alas, these sweeping 
changes have strengthened the grip of copyright ownership 
but have done little to assist the complicated and frequently 
frustrating process of attempted compliance.  Meanwhile, 
thanks to search engines like Google, copyright violations 

bad per se, (as a composer, publisher and copyright holder 
myself I remain quite appreciative) however as components 
of a dysfunctional system choreographers and other aspiring 

musical work” remain mired in the muck of Grand Rights 
which continues to maintain a system which rules out 
blanket licensing.  Consequently, while it is now easier than 
ever to get caught using unlicensed work, DCMA rulings 
have upheld the rights of copyright holders to name their 
own price –no matter how unreasonable, and the Sonny 
Bono Act now keeps more works out of the public domain 
than ever before.  Accordingly choreographers continue 

censoring.   Thus the following article, originally written in 
1993, remains by and large in tact with the exception of a 
few minor updates and additions.
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...Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart to his father in 1782

...anonymous contemporary choreographer
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